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The glorious sunshine of the Metro Centre was short lived as we had rain again at Durham on 
Father’s Day. It was warm at least but the clouds lingered on and let loose the water they were 
carrying, so it was another wet day. But it was strange, as it was wet it seemed to make people think 
“ahh! just go for it”, and although it rained, it was like sort of “we do not mind this sort of rain” kind of 
feeling. Although cloudy, perfect for the photographers nevertheless, sometimes photos in the rain 
just come out as good – strange really but there you go. 
 

 
 

We love the rain 
 
To me as an organizer, this event seemed to be the one I do least work on as most of this event is 
well confined, but to me it’s the most stressing event of them all – why? I do not know but……… A 
couple of things which made me think “oh no here we go, what is wrong now?”, must been the thing 
that got me going as I was not going to take any stick today. Nevertheless some minor issues were 
sorted out as soon as and the event carried on. In addition to these several vehicles broke down, as 
did 48 on the way, Stephen Foster’s National gained a front nearside puncture resulting in a flat tyre 
and the 500 Group L544 had flat batteries. But all the vehicles were fixed and out and about again, 
except for 48 which never made it to the site. 
 



These problems and someone having a fall, underlined to me that nothing else should go wrong for 
the rest of the day. Several people commented how tired I looked so I took an unusual advantage and 
sat down for 2 seconds or so and off again I was running here there and everywhere. 
 
Surprisingly there was 33 vehicles recorded and I think I may have missed at the most 2 or 3, so I’ve 
settled for 35 vehicles in attendance, which is up from 22 last year. The other frustration was we had 
to accommodate parking for cars, whereas this was never the case in past events, so a meeting with 
Durham County Council about this will be needed to iron this out for future events at this location. 
 
People took advantage of the free bus service and again like last year it seemed to me a lot of people 
were just visiting Durham or had been to the Gardens, We also had some Students from the nearby 
facilities. We worked hard to provide an even mix of vehicles for this and I must say both vintage and 
modern vehicle were well rode on. 
 

 
 

ECW bodied Bristol VR JPT 906 T at Durham Rally – Photo John Soutar 
 
We trialled a new program leaflet at this event, and surprisingly we sold out of those that were 
produced for the event, so we are doing another one for Whitley Bay. If you would like to see the 
changes we made to the programs then they will be available from rally control at the event. Each 
program will be different not only from the obviously different vehicles, but different in another way in 
that we are talking about our events, and about our activities too, the rest I will let you all find out then. 
 
Whitley Bay next, another event with some changes in place for trialling, so we hope to see everyone 
there too, so where ever you are from please do bring the sun with you, as if you do, you will not be 
disappointed with this event. 
 


